ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel low-complexity method for channel-dependent construction of polar codes is designed by exploiting the partial order (PO) relation to eliminate redundant computations. The proposed method selects the information set with a threshold, thus avoiding the reliability computation of unnecessary synthetic channels and the cost of sorting. We first introduce two key iterative strategies based on the PO relation of the synthetic channels. Then, we analyze the iteration process of the proposed method through a binary tree and a linear table structure and further derive the theoretical complexity of the proposed method. We validate the theoretical analysis through simulation results. Finally, considering the practical application, we propose a suboptimal simplified version of the proposed method to significantly reduce the complexity. Compared with the sorting method, the proposed simplified method needs only at most 10% of the comparison numbers in the process of the information set selection with negligible performance loss under the cyclic redundancy check-aided successive cancellation list decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes, proposed by Arıkan [1] , are the first family codes that provably achieve the channel symmetric capacity for binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channels. Channel polarization is the fundament of constructing polar codes, by which N synthetic channels are manufactured out of N independent copies of a given BMS channel W . The symmetric capacity of these synthetic channels tends towards 1 or 0, when the block-length N goes to infinity. Then, the positions of synthetic channels whose symmetric capacity tends to 1 are used for transmitting information bits and the positions of the symmetric capacity near 0 belong to the frozen set which transmits fixed bits known with the encoder and decoder.
However, when the code length is finite, the polarization is not perfect. There are some synthetic channels whose symmetric capacity is neither approximate 1 nor approximate 0. In this case, the construction of polar codes is to select the most reliable (e.g. symmetric capacity) NR synthetic channels as the information set and leave the remaining positions as the frozen set to transmit fixed bits, where R denotes the code rate. Hence, the construction problems of the finite length polar codes are how to obtain the reliability of synthetic channels and how to select the NR most reliable synthetic channels. Similar problems are also proposed in [13] : how to efficiently identify the positions and rank the reliability order of N synthetic channels also becomes critical for polar code construction. Based on these problems, we conclude that the complexity of polar code construction is mainly caused by two factors: the computation complexity of the reliability of synthetic channels and the complexity of sorting the reliability. In industry, although polar codes have been adopted in the fifth generation communication system(5G), the adopted construction method for polar codes in 5G New Radio is based on a lookup table of the reliability [2] which exists a gap with the method of on-the-fly construction based on channel information in performance. But, because of the high computational complexity of the on-the-fly construction, we have to make a compromise between performance and complexity in order to satisfy the requirements of industrial applications. Thus, the study of reducing the complexity of channel-dependent construction of polar codes becomes critical for future applications.
To solve the first problem that how to obtain the reliability of N synthetic channels mentioned above, several algorithms have been proposed. In [1] , Monto Carlo simulation is proposed, whose complexity is closely related with the simulation numbers. Density evolution (DE) proposed in [3] has high computational complexity.
Gaussian approximation (GA) proposed in [4] efficiently reduces the computational complexity of DE without much sacrifice in accuracy for AWGN channels. In [5] and [6] , efficient degrading and upgrading quantization methods are proposed. Among these methods, DE and GA have been widely used in applications.
For the second problem about the information set selection, it has two methods to solve at present. The first method [1] is proposed to sort the acquired reliability and select the NR most reliable synthetic channels as the information set. For the second method proposed in [3] , the authors first find the NR-th smallest element through the optimal search algorithm [7] and select the corresponding information set. Although the method [3] is optimal theoretically and the complexity is O(N ) at present, it could not be the most efficient method for actual applications. Because literature [7] has proposed that ''the optimized algorithm is full of red tape, and could not in practice be implemented efficiently.'' Therefore, according to the provided efficient complexity O(N ) ≤ 19.6N in [7] , the complexity of the sorting method should be more optimal in practice than the method [3] , when the code length N is a constraint in applications and the complexity of sorting is O(N log N ). In this paper, we mainly study the comparison results of the complexity of the proposed method and the sorting method.
In the sorting method, the reliability of all synthetic channels needs to be quantitatively computed and the information set and the frozen set need to be ordered. But, for the information set selection, we only select more reliable NR synthetic channels as the information set. Although we can compare quantitatively the reliability of all synthetic channels to select more reliable elements, in actual the information set selection also can be accomplished through the qualitative reliability relation. Through channel polarization, the reliability relation of a part of synthetic channels can be determined without computing the reliability. Therefore, not all synthetic channels need to quantitatively compute the reliability for the information set selection. Next, as for the ordered information set and the ordered frozen set, whether these two sets are sorted or not, the results of code construction of polar codes are not affected. Thus, the sorting process of the information set and the frozen set is redundant for constructing polar codes. If the redundance can be eliminated, the construction complexity will be efficiently reduced. An efficient method for the information set selection is that we can provide a threshold through which all synthetic channels are divided into the information set and frozen set without the sorting process. Nowadays the theory has been widely studied that employing the channel polarization to obtain the reliability relation of synthetic channels with the channel-independent manner, which is called as the PO theory of polar codes. Based on the property of the PO relation, we will know the reliability relation of a part of synthetic channels with the channel-independent manner. Therefore if the code construction method of polar codes is designed through exploiting the PO relation, it will exist some reliability comparisons of synthetic channels without computing the reliability. The construction complexity also will be efficiently reduced. Therefore, we will study how to design a lower complexity method of the information set selection for polar codes through the PO relation than the sorting method.
Nowadays, the PO relations about the reliability of synthetic channels are studied in [8] - [15] . It is first proposed in [8] that the reliability ordering of synthetic channels can be determined in part through the PO relation. Two generation methods of the partial order are shown in [9] and [10] . In [9] , the authors demonstrate that the complexity of the code construction can be significantly reduced by exploiting the PO relation. The novel generation method for multiple PO is proposed in [11] to reduce antichain numbers. Meanwhile, the authors use a pre-defined subset of synthetic channels to design extremely long codes by the simplified Gaussian Approximation. In [12] , the construction of polar codes with sublinear complexity is proposed for fixed performance construction problem. This literature provide a theoretical bound about the number of synthetic channels whose reliability has to be computed for constructing polar codes. A theoretical framework is proposed in [13] to study the fast construction of polar codes based on a recursive structure of universal partial order (UPO) and polarization weight (PW) algorithm. In [14] , an undetermined set based on PO is defined to measure the complexity of construction and a Dimension Reduction method is proposed to reduce the size of undermined set for the lower construction complexity of polar codes. The literature [15] proposes a novel partial order(the symmetric convex ordering), which is equivalent to the stochastic degradation ordering for ranking the information sets of polar codes. But the generation method based on the stochastic degradation ordering cannot be used to convex ordering. To sum up, [8] - [11] mainly concern how to acquire the generation rules of the PO relation. The construction methods of polar codes based on the PO relation are proposed in [12] - [14] . The fixed performance construction problem with a threshold is effectively solved in [12] . However, in applications, the construction problem mainly concerns the fixed rate construction with the known code length N and code rate R, without a threshold. Meanwhile, in [12] the authors also refer to solve the fixed rate construction problem with a threshold. When one knows only the code length and code rate, it has been a hard problem to easily obtain a threshold of the reliability of all synthetic channels for constructing polar codes without sorting. Note that the code length N is limited to a power of 2 in this paper. Because the PO relation has not been studied when the code length is not a power of 2. Although some punctured polar codes [16] , [17] have been proposed, the theory of the methods has been incomplete in channel polarization. Thus, the code length is N = 2 n , n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} in the following study.
In this paper, we design a novel channel-dependent construction algorithm to solve the fixed rate construction problem of polar codes by exploiting the PO relation of the synthetic channels. Based on this algorithm, we can VOLUME 6, 2018 effectively reduce the complexity of constructing polar codes. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• First, we propose a low complexity method for fixed rate construction problem of polar codes, which reduces the complexity of the code construction depending on channel conditions and has no performance loss. The novel method is designed to directly select the information set based on a threshold without sorting. Two key strategies are proposed for the novel method including the strategy of iterative searching a threshold and the updating strategy of the information set.
• Second, we provide a general framework of the code construction depending on channel conditions by exploiting the PO relation. Unlike the previous methods [9] , [14] exploiting the PO relation, the proposed method based on the general framework can be theoretically analyzed. Meanwhile, the simulation results are provided for validating the theoretical analysis.
• Third, the slow convergence phase can ensure an optimal construction result, but at the cost of high computation complexity for the proposed method. Considering the actual applications, we propose a simplified version of the proposed method to significantly reduce the complexity with negligible performance loss in the CA-SCL decoding, on which the slow convergence phase is replaced with a simplified sorting for decreasing the iteration number. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce some necessary notations including channel polarization, partial order and binary search algorithm in Section II. In Section III, we propose a novel low complexity construction algorithm based on a threshold for polar codes, and the analysis of the algorithm is introduced in Section IV.
In Section V, we analyze the complexity of the proposed construction method and validate the analysis with simulations. Considering the performance and complexity, we provide a simplified construction algorithm in Section VI, which is followed by our conclusions in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. CHANNEL POLARIZATION
Channel polarization is a fundamental operation of polar coding. A basic one-step channel polarization is defined as
Here, channel W : X → Y is the natural channel. And, y 1 and y 2 are the receiver symbols, u 1 and u 2 are the input bits. (1) and (2) . Generally, applying n-step polarization, we obtain N = 2 n synthetic channels W 
where P Y 1 |X (y 1 |x) and P Y 2 |X (y 2 |x) are transition probabilities and
We select more reliable synthetic channels as the information set. Thus, the following parameters measuring channel reliability are provided in following. Let W be the channel X → Y .
• The mutual information of W is defined as
• The Bhattacharyya parameter W is defined as
• The error probability of W is defined as
wherex(y) arg max x P X |Y (x|y) is the maximum a posteriori decision of X given Y .
Proposition 1 (The Relation between Degradation and
Reliability [5] 
B. PARTIAL ORDER
For any two synthetic channel indices, their reliability relation may be provided by applying the following two operators: the addition operator and left-swap operator.
• Addition Operator [12] : Let set A (k) (i) be the mapping result of i over the addition operator, where
is denoted as the binary expansion of i over n bits. The binary expansion over n bits of
Left-swap
• Operator [12] : Denote set L (k) (i) as the mapping result of i over the left-swap operator, where
Let W be a BMS channel and consider N = 2 n synthetic channels W (i) N obtained from the natural channel W by applying Definition 1. Then, according to the partial order introduced in [8] and [9] , for any i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1},
Definition 2 (Hasse Diagram): A Hasse diagram is a type of mathematical diagram used to represent a finite PO relation. For a PO relation (S, ≺), S denotes a set including all elements and ≺ is a symbol of representing PO relation. We use vertex to represent the element of S and use the directed edge to represent the PO relation. The drawing method of the Hasse Diagram is described as following: (1) An element x is connected via a directed edge to an element y if and only if they are ordered, i.e., x ≺ y. (2) x ≺ y and there is no other element z such that x
The Hasse diagram of PO relation (S, ≺), S = {0, 1} 4 , is represented in Fig. 1 . 
III. A LOW COMPLEXITY CONSTRUCTION METHOD BASED ON THRESHOLD FOR POLAR CODES
In this section, we propose a lower complexity method for channel-dependent construction of polar codes in Algorithm 1. The method is designed to directly select information set through a threshold, differing from the existing sorting method [1] , [8] . The proposed method contains two key iterative strategies to construct polar codes, which are the searching strategy of the threshold and the updating strategy of the information set.
Algorithm 1 A Construction Algorithm Based on Threshold for Polar Codes
Input: Code Rate R and Code Length N Output:
end for 9 : The existing construction methods [1] of polar codes sort N synthetic channels according to the reliability, then select the K most reliable elements as information set. However, the PO relation also provides the reliability relation of a part of synthetic channels. Hence, we provide an iterative searching strategy for obtaining the goal threshold through efficiently exploiting the reliability relation given by the PO relation of the synthetic channels.
Through the PO relation among synthetic channels, we narrow the searching scope of the threshold, which is more efficient than the method of searching a threshold in all synthetic channels. Firstly, by Definition 2, we can obtain a Hasse diagram of the PO relation containing N elements. With the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [19] or the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [20] , the Hasse diagram corresponding with all 
r ← Cal_Reliability(ch) 6: if Re > r then 7: Re ← r 8:
end if 10: end for 11: return m_ValIndex
where m is the minimum of the lists [12] , L t = l t,1 , l t,2 , · · · , l t,j t , and j t denotes the t-th ordered list length, l t,j t is corresponding with the index of synthetic channel W
These are initialized in line 1 of Algorithm 1. Then, our purpose is to find the K -th (K = NR) reliability element in m ordered lists. We select the (|L t | R)-th element in each ordered list to make up a new set S. The minimum of the set S in reliability is selected as the current threshold γ in lines 3-10 of Algorithm 2. So, there exist at least K elements greater than γ for all elements. According to the current threshold, we can obtain the corresponding information set. The size of searching scope of the goal information set is decreased from N to (K + a), when the selected information set includes (K + a) elements, where 0 ≤ a ≤ N − K . When a = 0, the selected information set is the goal information set. Otherwise, we update the searching scope of the goal threshold with current information set. Meanwhile, the code rate is adjusted to R = K /(K + a) and then we continue to find a closer threshold in current information set. Until we find the goal threshold, the selected information set will be the goal information set.
B. THE UPDATING STRATEGY OF THE INFORMATION SET BASED ON THRESHOLD
The threshold is used to select the information set through the proposed method for reducing redundant computations caused by computing the reliability of unnecessary synthetic channels and sorting. In Section III-A, we show that how to find a threshold in the current information set. In this subsection, Our work is how to efficiently obtain the corresponding information set with the threshold. Firstly, we have already obtained the ordered lists
Hence, when we select the elements greater than the threshold, the binary search algorithm can be used to effectively reduce the comparison times. In other words, we only find a position p in each list, which satisfies l t,p−1 > γ ≥ l t,p in reliability. γ is the current threshold. The step is described in end if 9: end for line 6 of Algorithm 3. According to the process of searching the threshold, we can further reduce the comparison times. We know that the current threshold is the smallest element in the set S which is made up of the former (|L t | R) elements of each list. When we search the position p, the scope will be limited in the latter (|L t | (1 − R)) elements of each list. The reason is that the threshold must be less than the former (|L t | R) elements of each list. Meanwhile, for the list including the current threshold, we directly obtain p = |L t | R + 1. These are described in Algorithm 3. Based on the position p in each list, we update the current information set.
When we obtain an information set, we will check whether the size of the set equals K or not. If not, the size must be greater than K . We delete the current threshold from the selected set, because the threshold is the minimum reliable element of the current set, which can not belong to the goal information set. Then, the updated information set will be taken as next iterative initial set for selecting a closer goal threshold. The process shown in lines 4-18 of Algorithm 1 is repeatedly iterated until we obtain the goal information set.
IV. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
In Section III, a novel low complexity construction method for polar codes is introduced, which is an iterative algorithm. Therefore, in this section, we firstly provide an analysis about the algorithm convergence, then derive the convergence speed of the proposed algorithm, which is measured with the iteration number.
A. PROOF OF THE ALGORITHM CONVERGENCE
With the proposed algorithm, searching the threshold and selecting the information set are equivalent in convergence. When we obtain the K most reliable synthetic channels, the threshold also will be the K -th reliability element for N synthetic channels. As following, we will prove that the procedure of selecting information set is convergent.
Our purpose is to select K synthetic channels as the information set from N synthetic channels, which can be denoted as N → K . Similarly, the information set selection process in the proposed algorithm can be represented as K + a i → K , where a i is the size of the searched set and 0 ≤ a i ≤ N − K . K + a i is the size of the initialized set in each iteration, which is corresponding to N in the first iteration. According to Algorithm 1, we suppose that the algorithm performs η iterations. If we can prove η is finite, the algorithm will be convergent.
If the condition sum > K holds in line 4 of Algorithm 1, the current threshold must be deleted from current information set after updating all lists L in each iteration. Hence, we can obtain (K + a i ) − (K + a i+1 ) ≥ 1 in two sequenced iterations. We have a i − a i+1 ≥ 1. It can be represented as
We can derive that a 0 ≥ a η + η. Since 0 ≤ a i ≤ N − K is known, we have a η + η ≤ N − K . Further, η ≤ N − K can be obtained. Therefore, the algorithm is convergent and performs at most N − K iterations.
B. CONVERGENCE SPEED
In the above analysis, we have known that the proposed algorithm is convergent. However, in the worst condition, the number of iterations for the algorithm is N − K . In other words, Algorithm 1 needs to perform N − K iterations in the worst condition. It causes that the construction complexity is not reduced through the proposed method, even increased. However, the worst case hardly ever occurs, because it depends on special code length, code rate and partition method of the Hasse diagram. Therefore we need to study the average iteration numbers of the proposed algorithm in the general case. Actually, the analysis method is universal in the algorithm analysis. Such as, the average complexity of quick sort is O(N log N ), which exists O(N 2 ) in the worst case [18] . But it is still regarded as one of the most effective sorting algorithms in many applications.
In Algorithm 3, the binary search algorithm is used to quickly select the information set corresponding to the current threshold in each ordered list. Meanwhile, based on the strategy of selecting the threshold, the binary search scope is limited in the latter |L i |(1 − R) elements in each list. These elements will be divided into two parts, one is less than the threshold, the other part is greater. Therefore, we use the latter |L i |(1 − R) elements of each list to make up a new set A. When the loop in lines 4-18 of Algorithm 1 is iterated once, the set A will be divided two subsets A 1 and B 1 . The set A 1 is made up of the elements greater than the current threshold and the elements of set B 1 are less than the current threshold which will be deleted from the lists {L i }. Then, the former |L i |R elements of each list and the set A 1 will be taken as the initial set of next iteration. If the size of the initial set is greater than K , we continue to select K = i |L i |R elements from the initial set in next iteration, then perform the binary search in remaining |A 1 | elements. We will obtain the sets A 2 and B 2 . When the process is iterated k times, it can be described as a binary search tree in Fig. 2 . γ τ denotes the current threshold in the τ -th iteration through which the set A τ is divided into set A τ +1 and set B τ +1 . γ τ is an element node. B τ is a set node, whose elements will be deleted from the lists {L i }. Hence, we only represent the process of building left subtree which is corresponding to the updating A τ . And the iteration number k is equivalent to the height of the binary search tree. In [21, Theorem 12.4] , it is proved that the expected height of a randomly built binary search tree on N distinct values is O(log N ). Hence, we obtain k = O(log N ).
Our goal is |A k | = 0. However, when the size of the set A k is decreased from O(m) to 0, the random relation of the threshold and selected elements is invalid. The search process will be modeled as a linear table, not a binary tree. The iteration number is represented as O(m) in the iteration procedure. The reason is analyzed as following that the random relation becomes invalid. Firstly, the rate R is adjusted as R =
we know that the size of the searched set is |L i |(1 − R) ≈ 1 for the i-th list. Thus, the element can be represented as the (|L i |R + 1)-th element in the i-th list. Suppose γ τ is also less than the (|L i |R + 1)-th element in general, only one element will be deleted in the set A τ , which is the current threshold in each iteration. It causes that the binary tree degenerates to the linear table.
Therefore according to the above analysis, we divide the iteration procedure into two phases: quick convergence phase which is corresponding to the construction process of the binary tree and slow convergence phase which denotes the construction process of the linear table. In the quick convergence phase, the iteration number is the height of binary tree which is denoted as O(log N ). We use O(m) to represent the iteration number of the slow convergence phase. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we provide the simulation results about the relation between the iteration number and the size of the current information set. It is also shown that the convergence process of the iteration number is made up with a quick convergence phase and a slow convergence phase.
V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The complexity of the sorting method for constructing polar codes are mainly from following two aspects: the complexity VOLUME 6, 2018 of computing the reliability of all synthetic channels and the complexity of sorting the reliabilities of all synthetic channels. The complexity analysis of the proposed method is also based on the two cases.
A. THE NUMBER OF SYNTHETIC CHANNELS WHOSE RELIABILITY HAS TO BE COMPUTED
For the existing construction method [1] based on sorting, it needs to compute the reliability of all N synthetic channels. In the proposed method based on the threshold, we only compute the reliability of a fraction of synthetic channels. There are two reasons. Firstly, it was observed that there exists a PO relation for the reliability among the synthetic channels, which holds for the BMS channel. Therefore, the reliability relation of some elements can be obtained through the PO relation without computing and ranking their reliability. Secondly, since we use the binary search algorithm to select the information set in each list, we only select log |L i | + 1 elements to compare with the current threshold, rather than |L i | elements. It also can significantly reduce the number of computed synthetic channels.
According to the above analysis, we derive the number of computed synthetic channels for the proposed algorithm.
Firstly, if λ is the sum of the number of computed synthetic channels, we have that λ = log N τ =1 λ τ . λ τ is the number of the reliability of computed synthetic channels in the τ -th iteration of the algorithm. τ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , log N }. We only study the number of computed synthetic channels in the quick convergence phase. The reason is that the reliabilities of most computed synthetic channels have been obtained in the quick convergence phase. When using the elements repeatedly, we will not compute their reliability again. Then, λ τ can be computed with
m denotes the number of ordered lists. The reason is that we need to select the lowest reliability element as the threshold from m lists in each iteration. Hence, it must compute m synthetic channels. log |L i | (1 − R)+1 is the number of computed synthetic channels in binary search in each list. L i is the i-th ordered list. In Section III-A, we have provided the representation of partitioned ordered lists
ε denotes the list index containing the current threshold. The reason of i = ε is that the ε-th list can directly delete elements with its reliability less than the threshold without binary search. Finally, the sum λ of the number of computed synthetic channels can be represented as λ = O (m log N ). In [12] , it is proved that m = In Table 1 and Table 2 , we count the number of computed synthetic channels through the proposed construction method for the BEC channel and AWGN channel, respectively. These two tables provide the results in different code length and code rate. Hence, we can know that the number of computed synthetic channels is different for different encoding parameters. In general, the number of the synthetic channels computed approximates We further analyze and compare the complexity of computing the reliability of the synthetic channels for the proposed method and the existing methods based on sorting [1] , [3] in detail. According to [3] , all N synthetic channels have to be computed, so the complexity of the calculations is provided as O (N ) = 1+2+· · ·+N /4+N /2+N = 2N −1. Although the complexity of computing the reliability of each synthetic channel is O (log N ) separately, the complexity O (N ) can be obtained through the recursive structure of polar codes in [3] . For the proposed method, although we need not to compute all N synthetic channels, it could cause the increase of the complexity owing to the repeat calculations caused by computing each synthetic channel separately. Therefore, in order to achieve the low complexity, we store the intermediate results to avoid the repeat calculations. Meanwhile, the proposed method produces less extra cost in memory, since the intermediate result have at most N − 1 and the number of the synthetic channels computed only be N /4−N /2.2. However, for the methods based on sorting, the reliability of all N synthetic channels need to be stored. Therefore, the complexity of computing for the proposed method has to be lower than the methods based on sorting owing to the number of the synthetic channels reduced.
B. THE COMPLEXITY OF SELECTING INFORMATION SET
In the selecting process of the information set, the sorting method selects K former elements as the information set after computing and sorting the reliability of all synthetic channels. We have analyzed the number of computed synthetic channels in the above section. In this section, we analyze the complexity of selecting the information set for the proposed method based on the threshold.
We regard the comparison number as a benchmark of the information set selection for judging the complexity of the two methods, which are based on the threshold and based on sorting. We know that the complexity of the sorting method is measured by the comparison number. Nowadays, the complexity of the optimal sort algorithm is O (N log N ) . As for the proposed method based on the threshold, although it has no sorting, we still need to compare the reliability between the threshold and other elements for selecting the information set. Therefore, the comparison number is also used to measure the complexity of the proposed method. According to the description of the proposed Algorithm 1 in Section III, the comparison numbers t p can be denoted as t p = β·α, where β denotes the iteration number and α is the comparison numbers in each iteration. We have studied the iteration process in Section IV-B, which is divided into the quick convergence phase and the slow convergence phase. So, if β q , α q and β s , α s are applied to these two phases respectively, we have t p = β q · α q + β s · α s . In the quick convergence phase, In Table 3 and Table 4 , m denotes the minimum of the ordered list for the Hasse diagram. The comparison number of the sorting method is written as t c . t p is the comparison number of the proposed method. Simulation results present the comparison number of two algorithms in the process of selecting the information set over different channels. t c is computed with N log N . t p is obtained by counting the comparison number of the proposed algorithm. It is shown that the comparison number of the proposed method is at most 33% of the comparison number of the sorting method at the same code length. Furthermore, the theoretical comparison number of the proposed method is O(m 2 ). So the theoretical analysis can be applied to simulation results.
VI. A SIMPLIFIED CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR POLAR CODES
Considering the requirements of practical applications for performance and complexity, we proposed a simplified construction algorithm to further reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithm with a negligible performance loss.
A. A SIMPLIFIED CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM BASED ON THRESHOLD Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the relation between the iteration number and the size of the current information set in the process of the information set selection. In the quick convergence phase, we select K elements as the current information set through O (log N ) iterations. In the analysis of the algorithm VOLUME 6, 2018 convergence, we know K − K = O(m). Then, we exactly select K elements from the approximation K with O (m) iterations in the slow convergence phase. As O(log N ) O(m) and K ≈ K , we cost much time to select K more reliable synthetic channels in the slow convergence phase in order to ensure the same construction result between the proposed method and the sorting method.
However, both complexity and performance are important in practical applications. Therefore we can optimize the construction method of the slow convergence phase to further reduce the complexity. The simplified algorithm is described as following. Firstly we provide a clear boundary to distinguish two phases. When K − K ≤ m and |I i−1 | − |I i | = 1, the algorithm gets into the slow convergence phase. Then in the slow convergence phase, we use a novel strategy to select the information set. Because the current selected set has K elements, in order to obtain the goal information set, we need to delete K − K elements from the current set. Different from the method proposed in Section III, the new strategy is proposed to simultaneously delete K − K elements, not one by one. We select the elements of the lowest reliability in each list from m lists. Because these lists are ordered, we only select the last element from each list. Then we sort m candidate elements, select K − K least reliable elements to delete and add other m + K − K elements to the information set. Finally, we obtain K more reliable elements as the information set.
B. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
In order to reduce the iteration number of the algorithm proposed in Section III, the process of the information set selection in the slow convergence phase is replaced by the new strategy of the simplified construction method. Sorting is used to directly delete K − K elements in this simplified algorithm. Compared with the slow convergence phase, the complexity of the process is decreased from O(m 2 ) to O(m log m). In Table 5 , the representations of t c and t p are same with Table 4 . t s denotes the comparison number of the simplified construction method. c p and c s are the iteration number of the proposed algorithm in Section III and the proposed simplified method in Section VI-A, respectively. We count the comparison number of three construction methods over the AWGN channel. It is provided that the comparison number of the proposed simplified construction method is at most 10% of the comparison number of the sorting method at the same code length. Hence the complexity of construction polar codes can be further reduced through the simplified construction method.
FIGURE 5.
The SC decoding FER performance of method based on sorting [4] , [22] and the proposed simplified method for N = 512, 1024, 2048, R = 1/2 over the AWGN channel.
Furthermore, since K suboptimal synthetic channels are selected as the information set through the simplified construction method, we compare the performance of the simplified method based on threshold and the sorting method [4] , [22] in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the proposed simplified construction method hardly ever has loss performance compared with the sorting method. Note that we only provide the frame error rate (FER) of the sorting method and the proposed simplified method with SC decoding in Fig. 5 . The reason is that the proposed method without simplifying has same construction result and FER with the sorting method.
Finally, in order to fully evaluate the proposed methods, we also compare the proposed simplified method with the PW method [13] in complexity and performance. Because the PW method only stores a lookup table for code construction, which has no on-the-fly computations and the lowest construction complexity. Although the proposed simplified construction method has a higher complexity than the PW method, it still reduces significantly the complexity of the channel-dependent construction methods for the sorting method, which includes the number of synthetic channels and the information set selection. Meanwhile, due to the advantage of the channel-dependent construction methods of polar codes in performance, the proposed methods have better performance than the PW method and are easier to match the change of channel state. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . When FER≤ 10 −3 , the PW method has obvious performance degeneration for R ≥ 1/2 than the GA-Sorting method. The performance loss of the proposed simplified method is negligible, when decoded with the CA-SCL decoding. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , GA-Sorting denotes that the reliability of synthetic channel is computed through Gaussian Approximation and the information set is selected using the sorting method.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a low complexity method for the channel-dependent construction of polar codes, which is achieved through the PO relation among synthetic channels. Based on the proposed method, the complexity of constructing polar codes is decreased from two aspects, the number of computed synthetic channels and the complexity of the information set selection. For the former, the number is derived as O(N / √ log N ) in the general case, which is less than computing all N synthetic channels; in the latter the complexity is analyzed as O(m 2 ), which is related with the code length N . Simulation results are consistent with the derived results. Finally, we provide a simplified version of the proposed method for the practical applications, which effectively reduces the complexity of constructing polar codes with negligible performance loss in the CA-SCL decoding.
As mentioned in the introduction, the code length is limited to a power of 2 about the PO relation of the reliability of the synthetic channels in this paper. However, rate matching is also a very important problem in communication systems. Therefore, the study about the PO relation of the arbitrary code length will be investigated in the future. 
where the inequality (a) is an application of Jensen's inequality. In same method, we can express λ τ ≤ m·log
, where N (τ ) < N , R (τ ) > R, N (τ ) is the size of current set in the τ -th iteration, R (τ ) denotes the rate of the τ -th iteration .
Then, we obtain
According to [12] , it is proved that m = further be express as O (log log N ), which can be regarded as a constant factor, when N is finite. VOLUME 6, 2018 We arrive at λ = O (m log N ). Applying the representation of m, we further derive λ = O N / √ log N . 
